Recent advances in the fabrication of silicon mirrors and their alignment and integration methods make it possible to build large-area, lightweight, high-resolution x-ray telescopes with arc-second angular resolution. Such a telescope, having simultaneously arc-second resolution and large (> 1 m 2 ) collecting area, has never been built before and it will revolutionize high energy astronomy. For such optics, the challenges are twofold: fabrication of high quality mirror segments and precise integration of thousands of these mirrors to a common sharp focus. In this paper, we address the technology for the mirror integration carried out at Goddard Space Flight Center and report the recent result of making such high-resolution optics. We address the crucial technology components: positioning a mirror, measuring its focus, adjusting its mount points to optimize the focus, bonding the mirror, and co-alignment of mirrors. We also present the latest x-ray test results that demonstrate the efficacy of such methods and address areas for further improvement. Presently, mirrors built this way have a resolution of 2²-3² HPD (half-ower diameter).
INTRODUCTION
The prevailing concept of building high throughput, lightweight x-ray telescopes is to integrate a large number of thin mirrors into a compact system 1 . A common approach is to concentrically nest thin mirror segments of the Wolter type-I design, or its variants, so that x-rays reflect, at grazing incident angles, at two surfaces before they are focused onto the focal plane. Because of the small grazing angle of incidence needed for x-ray reflection, these telescopes typically have large focal length compared to their radius (large effective f/#). The focus is also largely wavelength independent in the soft x-ray band due to the nature of reflection. Such telescopes, based on nested concentric shells, were used in missions such as ASCA , and Hitomi 6 . It is also the approach taken by the Athena 7 project. In this paper, we will concentrate on large throughput telescopes and will therefore not discuss full-shell mirrors, which have been successfully used in missions such as Chandra. Full shell mirrors have their own characteristics and merits, especially when telescope mass is not an important constraint and collecting area is not a critical goal. It is, however, impractical to adopt the polishing of full shell mirrors to make high-resolution, large (2-3 meter in diameter), and yet lightweight telescopes for the next generation of x-ray telescopes. The advantage of thin mirror segmented optics is that many mirror shells can be integrated into compact packages to achieve a very large effective area. The segmented approach is also scalable and amenable to mass production. The challenge of such effort usually is to improve the optics' resolution, as both distortion of each of these easily-deformed thin mirrors and misalignments between them invariably worsen the telescope's resolution.
Broadly speaking, building high-resolution x-ray telescope from thin mirror segments requires making precise mirror segments and integrating them accurately. (Here, we restrict ourselves to approaches that do not force mirror 1 Kai-Wing. .gov segments into their required shapes by fixing them during integration. Such integration generally produces mirror modules with high stress and stack-up error accumulates as the mirror module is built up.) Technology development for segmented lightweight telescope therefore consists of the following: (1) Fabrication of precise mirror substrates; (2) Deposition of metallic coating of the substrate that maintains its good figure; (3) Alignment and mounting of individual thin mirrors without introducing additional unacceptable distortion; (4) Alignment and integration of the many compact modules or rings to form a full telescope. In this paper, we will concentrate on the alignment and bonding of segmented mirrors. The objective is to build a sub-structure, which we called a "meta-shell", from which the external frame is nearly eliminated. The interlocking mirrors themselves provide the structural support. Without much external support structure, such meta-shells have very low mass.
As previously reported 8, 9 , our group at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) use mono-crystalline silicon as our mirror substrates. The stress-free nature of crystalline silicon allows polishing and making of precise mirrors. Advances in the fabrication of these silicon mirrors, in turn, allow us to build a homogeneous all-silicon x-ray telescope. The high thermal conductivity of silicon also provides much better thermal uniformity. For the alignment of mirrors, we take these precise mirrors, which meet specified requirements, and integrate them onto an engineering test base without introducing further distortion. That is, our goal is to align and integrate the mirrors without any attempt to correct any intrinsic figure error of the mirrors. In this way, the technologies (mirror fabrication, alignment, integration) can also be more independently developed, and the implementation of various processes to build the telescope need not be substantially linked together. The fabrication process of substrates, made of single crystal silicon 10 , is reported in a separate paper by Riveros, et al., in these proceedings. The optical design of the telescope
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and structural analysis of such meta-shell 12 is detailed previously by Saha et al., and McClelland, et al., in reference to the STAR-X mission concept. A number of approaches using stress-induced methods to produce distortion-free coating are studied. Many promising approaches using methods such as thermal oxide patterning 13 , precise magnetron coating 14 , ion-implementation
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, femtosecond laser stressing
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, are also detailed in these conference proceedings. These technologies, the requirements for astronomical x-ray optics in general, and how they can be used to implement mission concept for future large, high resolution astronomical x-ray telescope, is reviewed 17 in a paper by Zhang, et al. Detailed analysis of x-ray tests mentioned in this paper are included in the paper by Saha, et al 18 .
FOUR-POINT KINEMATIC MOUNTING OF X-RAY MIRRORS
For the alignment and integration of mirrors, our near-term goal is to advance the precision and efficiency of alignment, measurement, and bonding to a level of precision comparable to Chandra's angular resolution at 0.5² half power diameter (HPD). We have been actively pursuing a specific implementation of kinematic mounting 19 in which mounting distortion is negligible and mirror positioning is managed independently for each subsequent mirror so that there is no stack-up error. We place precise spacers between mirrors and develop a process to reset any alignment error from the existing stack.
We use a scheme in which a mirror is simply-supported kinematically at four points. Because of the cylindrically rotational symmetry of a mirror segment (roughly a segment of a conical surface) and its quasi-translational symmetry in the axial direction due to its small grazing angle, the mirror supported in this way is essentially statically determined. The 4-point configuration (2 points axially at only 2 azimuthal positions) does not over-constrain the mirror and does not obscure the aperture unnecessarily. Using gravity as the nesting force, a mounting scheme as such ensures that all four support points, and only those 4 points, are in contact with the mirror surface. The mirror is not unnecessarily distorted at the joints. The locations of support points can be chosen to minimize gravity distortion (it is quite negligible). They turn out to be within the boundary of the mirror. That the support points are away from the edge of the mirror is considered as an advantage since the edge of the mirror is not as reliable in positioning as the well-defined surface of the mirror.
Four-point mounting of single near cylindrical segmented mirrors
For the mounting of the thin segmented mirrors, we want to align the mirror in a way in which the mirror is simplysupported (no moments at the joints) so that the orientation of the mirror is determined by its own optically precise shape. This calls for a kinematic mounting. We choose the 4-point support in view of the symmetries of the mirror and the fact that mirror shifts in certain degrees of freedom do not affect the performance of the mirror as far as reflection is concern. In that sense, a flat mirror or a spherical mirror facing up can be simply-supported at 3 points, while a cylindrical mirror can be simply-supported at 4 points. The x-ray mirror used at grazing incidence, even though strictly not cylindrically symmetric, is approximately so. It can be uniquely supported at 4 fixed points as long as it can be stopped from rotating about its axis of symmetry off its support or from sliding away in the axial direction.
The surface of revolution generated from a parabola or hyperbola---those prescribed in a Wolter type telescope design---has the symmetry that is similar to that of a section of conical surface with a small semi-cone angle. The surface has less symmetry than that of a cylinder, however. It is defined by 5 parameters. The rotation about the paraboloidal/hyperboloidal axis is invariant, but the translation along the axis is strictly not invariant. However, for grazing incidence x-ray optics, the "cone" angle is typically very small (<1°). The translation is therefore approximately invariant. We can take advantage of this insensitivity to axial translation and ignore any small translation along the axis. So, a simply-supported surface at 4 points will practically constrain the quasi-conical surface. Additional axial and azimuthal stops will hold the solid mirror statically in a quasi-kinematic way that is suitable for grazing incidence x-ray segmented optics.
Co-alignment of mirrors
Once a mirror is simply-supported at 4 points---in our case on specially made "spacers", the radial heights of the 4 spacers will be adjusted to orient the mirror. (In the discussion in this paper, we will use the following coordinate system for the near-cylindrical surfaces: The axis is along the z axis, which is horizontal; the inner, or reflecting, surface is facing down in x direction; the tangential direction is approximately in the y direction, which is horizontal in the gravity field.) To minimize gravity sag, we choose a near-rectangular grid for the spacer locations: a pair optimally separated along the axial direction at two azimuths. As described above, heights xi, i=1,…,4, of the 4 spacers completely determine the orientation of the mirror and the location of its image on the focal plane. One may intuitively consider adjusting one of the 4 spacers to adjust the yaw angle (qx, rotation about the vertical x axis) of the mirror, any of the spacers in a diagonal pair has a similar effect on the yaw. Adjusting a pair of spacers at the same axial mirror location (z) equally will change the pitch angle (qy, rotation about the horizontal y axis). The pitch angle is very sensitive to minute change in spacer heights. In small angle approximation, pitch angle qy
where d is the change of spacer height, a is the axial length of the mirror, s = n a is the axial separation of the spacers. That is, qy / d = 1/ (n a) » 4² / µm for a typical size mirror with a = 100 mm and n » 0.5 for spacers stationed at axial quarter points. It is easy to show that the sensitivity of yaw angle on a single spacer height is even more sensitive, about 4 times larger for the mirror with 30° angular span and was similarly located at azimuthal quarter points.
In addition to the angular adjustment, which will focus the image and make it compact, the center of the image need to fall at the right place in the focal plane. This is important not only for alignment of the subsequent reflecting surfaces but also critical co-alignment of other mirror segments. To eliminate the de-center errors, the image on the focal plane can be positioned properly by adjusting other combinations of the spacers. In the radial direction (x in our coordinate system), all the 4 spacers can be adjusted by the same amount (in the small angle approximation, decenter Y in angular terms, fy = D / f, where D is the amount of spacer correction, and f is the focal length.) Similarly, the image position in the tangential direction on the focal plane can adjusted by working on a pair of spacers at the same azimuthal mirror locations (y) with equal amount of radial height adjustment. It is easy to show that the amount of spacer height adjustment D is related to de-center X correction, in angular terms, fy, by fy = D / (µ Q f), where Q is the angular span of the mirror and µ is the fractional separation of spacers in the azimuthal direction. Therefore, all four needed alignments (two angular alignment "pitch" and "yaw" to optimize focusing, and two translational adjustments of image on the focal plane, de-center X and Y) can be accommodated with four different combinations of spacer height adjustments.
In the practical application, several caveats, however, are in order. Currently, only means to reduce spacer heights, but not to increase them, is available. This limits somewhat the choices of spacers to be worked on. For example, in order to increase the pitch angle, qy, only the spacers at the small end of the mirror (the pairs that are further down the axial z direction) can be worked on, even though increasing the spacers height on the pair at the large end of the mirror will work, too. It is important to note that there is no provision to move the mirror radially outward, since that requires increasing the spacer heights of all 4 spacers. This is a real constraint towards a true solution. In practice, the spacers are chosen to be biased towards larger lengths in the beginning of the alignment process.
Another caveat is that the solution to the corrective amount of spacer heights is not unique in practice. We already mention the change in pitch angle. Similarly, the correction in yaw angle, qx, , can be done on either one of the pairs of spacers in the diagonal. The different choices result in solution with slightly different radial position in theory, but the difference is so small (of the order of ~ 0.1 µm for each 1" of yaw correction) that, in practice, either choice of the diagonal pair is equivalent. An important reason for the non-uniqueness of solution in practice is due to the near degeneracy of the linear system in which two of the corrections (x-decenter and y-decenter) involve much larger coefficients. We note above that typical pitch or yaw correction in angular terms is of the order of q = d / s, where d is the corrective amount and s is the separation of the spacers, which is of the order of the size of the mirror. On the other hand, typical x-decenter or y-decenter, in angular terms, D, is of the order of f = D / f, where f is the focal length. The ratio between them is f / s, which can be as large as 300 for the primary mirror in our present implementation (f » 2 x 8400 mm, s = 0.56 x 100 mm.) In fact, in the case of pitch and y-decenter, when reflection is included, the actual ratio is about 600.
We can, of course, turn the large coefficient around and take them as insensitivities of the mirror performance on decenter errors. That is one of the reasons why the optical axis can be set sufficiently precisely with mechanical tolerances. The spacer heights were originally set only to rough mechanical tolerances (~ 10 -20 µm) and they need to be ~ 5 µm, which corresponds to ~ 0.1" at f = 8400 mm, to meet such decenter requirement. Also, only the relative heights (that is, 3 out of the 4 spacers) are required to be adjusted, with little loss of light collecting efficiency. (The tolerance is ~ a h sin(a) ~ aR/(4f), where a is the axial length of the mirror, a the angle of incidence, R the radius of the mirror, f is the focal length, and h is the fractional tolerance of interception of light. For h = 1%, the height tolerance is about 4 µm for mirror with 100-mm axial length. This height tolerance, again, can be set mechanically.)
Integration to form full shells: meta-shells
The next major step is to co-align many of such mirrors at successively larger radius (assuming the telescope is built inside out) and outward to form an integral structure. In our design, we can improve the structural strength of the telescope by integrating the mirrors in an interlocking fashion, similar to laying bricks to build a brick wall. The interlocking approach does not benefit from the modularity of the telescope in the traditional sense but it does produce a full-shell which is a single unit that can be integrated into a whole telescope. The immediate product is multi-shell mirror assembly consisting of many mirror segments and having a much larger effective area compared to a thick polished shell such as that used in Chandra. We call it a "meta-shell." As already pointed out, the meta-shell assembly method eliminates many problems with external structure and minimize the mass of the telescope. This approach has the following distinct advantages: (1) Lightweight structure; (2) High overall mechanical strength of the integrated telescope; (3) Nearly homogeneous composition; and (4) Simpler, full-shell, alignment. In the meta-shell method, besides the inner core, the only additional components other than the mirrors themselves are the joining members between mirrors, which adds relatively little mass to the mirrors. Once integrated, a meta-shell is relatively stiff due to the interlocking mirrors, and the entire structure is more or less homogeneous. Since the spacers themselves are made of silicon, too, the only foreign materials are the thin (~ 15 nm) metallic coating such as iridium and the small amount of adhesive that is used to join the mirrors and spacers together.
The challenge of using the stacking approach to build a meta-shell, as outlined above, is therefore nothing more than repeating the same technique but now on a stack of existing mirrors. The order of laying the mirrors, however, can be optimized. For example, it is much easier to align a single mirror to another mirror of the same stage (paraboloidal mirror to paraboloidal mirror, for example) first before forming a pair. Variants of such scheme can be beneficial. It has been demonstrated that such alignment can be precise to 1" using the same set up as the mirror pair alignment.
IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING OF 4-POINT ALIGNMENT AND BONDING
Our actual implementation of mirror alignment is shown in Figure 1 . We start with a mirror of sufficient optical quality. As noted, it is a polished mono-crystalline silicon mirror in our case. It is placed, with reflecting surface facing down, onto 4 precisely placed supports, which we call spacers. For experimentation purpose, we start with a curved silicon base. The "heights" (actually the radial positions) of the spacers are accurately machined. The 4 spacers, together with axial stops and azimuthal stops, uniquely determine the orientation and position of the paraboloidal or hyperboloidal mirrors in 3-dimensional space. The mirrors are placed properly using acoustic agitation (simple sinusoid sound generated by loud speakers mounted closed to the mirrors.) The acoustic waves set the mirror into its statically determined orientation by relaxing the effect of friction. Sub-aperture measurements ("Hartmann test") of the mirror in a collimated optical beam are taken. The centers of those sub-apertures are then derived and a "Hartmann" map, 2-dimensional plot of the centroids on the focal plane, is made. The focusing quality of the alignment is assessed from the Hartmann map. From the map, small correction to the spacers' radial heights are derived and the spacer's height mechanically corrected until the alignment is correct. When the focusing is optimal, the mirror is then bonded onto the spacers with a small amount of adhesive. For the purpose of applying the adhesive, the mirror is removed. This procedure introduces no additional error as long as the alignment can be maintained after the mirror is replaced, even in the presence of the adhesive. Subsequently, 4 new spacers can then be attached onto the back of the bonded mirror, and the process can then be repeated for the integration of mirrors in the next shell. For reference, the mirror we use is 100 mm long. Its radius of curvature starts at 156 mm and spans 30° azimuthally. Figure 1 . Alignment setup. Sub-aperture images were taken for mirrors aligned in a collimated optical beam. Centroids the sub-aperture images at the focal plane determine the quality of focusing and decenter errors. They, in turn, determine the amount of iterative correction of spacer heights needed for a better alignment.
For the alignment of a mirror, adjusting a pair of spacers at the same axial position zi determines the "pitch" angle (qy, rotation about the y-axis) of the mirror. For the specific dimensions of our mirror, this amount to ~ 0.25 µm for the precision of 1². Adjusting the height of a single spacer changes its "yaw" angle (qx, rotation about the x-axis). This adjustment is more sensitive due to the small angular span of the spacers' locations (15° in our case). Only 0.07 µm is needed to accommodate 1². The remaining two constraints, the X-and Y-centering, is controlled by the heights of a pair of spacers on one side and of all 4 spacers, respectively. As discussed above, these are much less sensitive adjustment and they are better set mechanically to begin with. The sensitivity of the X-decenter error depends on the radius of the mirror. For a mirror with 156 mm in radius, a 5 µm precision in spacer height amounts only to ~ 0.5². That for Y-decenter error is dependent of focal length and is typically even smaller for f ~ 10 m systems. The error is 0.1² for every 5 µm change in overall height.
The base itself is mounted on a stage stack. The mount is, again, kinematic. The kinematic mount is realized by having three steel balls, which are attached to the bottom of the silicon base, sitting on 3 grooves. Each of the grooves
Sub -aperture masks
Silicon mirrors, facing down.
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Silicon spacers: Precision for spacers to achieve angular positioning for focusing -0.1 µm constrains, in addition to the vertical DoF (in x), one DoF in the y-z plane. The repeatability of the relatively solid silicon mount is very good (error negligible, << 1²).
In this section, we will discuss the major steps that are needed to align and mount the mirrors precisely. We will address the following questions: (1) How precisely can a mirror be placed onto 4 spacers? Will friction between the spacers and the mirror prevent the mirror from settling onto its mathematically determined position? (2) How do we measure the resulting focusing quality of the mirror to sufficient precision? (3) How should the spacer heights be adjusted precisely and efficiently? (4) How are the mirrors bonded accurately? (5) As the telescope module or metashell is built up, how is the mirror in the secondary (hyperbolic) stage co-aligned to the primary (parabolic) stage? How is the mirror in the next shell (next larger radius) co-aligned to the previous mirrors? We discuss each of these questions in the following sections.
Precision of placement a single mirror segment in 4-point mount
Without additional assistance, friction between the spacers and the mirror will prevent the mirror from settling onto its mathematically determined position. With the aforementioned mirror dimensions, the angles between the mirror surface to the horizontal plane at the spacer locations are simply too small to overcome friction, despite the fact that the mirrors are smooth. The mirror is also symmetric azimuthally such that there is little tendency for the mirror to slide. To settle the mirror into place, a number of agitation can be used: repeated tapping of the base, small vibrational motor attached to the supporting structure, or acoustic agitation. Currently, we use sound waves sent from above the mirror. The acoustic method has the advantage of shielding the existing mirrors already mounted. The simple set up is shown in Figure 2 (except the speaker that generates the sound. The speaker is housed in an enclosure to minimize the loud sound for environmental reason.) Figure 2 . Silicon mirror on test support. Silicon mirror segment is supported at 4 points which uniquely set the mirror's orientation and positions except the roll (about its axis of symmetry) and axial translation (along the axis) degrees of freedom. The two unconstrained degrees of freedom are loosely limited by guard pins. The spacers on the supports has a shape on the top of them that permit only a single point contact. Spacers are also attached to the back of the mirror so that the process is repeated for mirrors in the next shells.
This simple process allows the mirror to settle onto its natural relaxed state in which all 4 points are in contact. The reliability of mirror placement is also confirmed from the observation that the mirror can be repeatedly placed precisely in the same orientation. Typical rms variation of image centroids of individual sub-aperture is within 1", while the typical rms variation of the center of the sub-aperture images is about 0.2" in an 11-point measurement.
Measurement of mirror focus
To measure the quality of alignment once the spacer heights are set, sub-aperture Hartmann test is carried out to determine the focusing. The mirror is placed in an optical beam which is co-aligned with the overall optical axis of the system. Currently, we use a diode laser source placed at the focus of a 300-mm off-axis parabolic mirror to generate the collimated beam. The requirement of collimation is not very stringent but it does affect the effective focal length measured of the mirrors being aligned. For an error in f smaller than 10 mm, a virtual beam focal distance has to be better than 7 km. The diffracted images of the reflected light through a slit is captured on a camera at the focal distance of the mirror. The sub-aperture measurements were made with a movable mask. Each sub-aperture exposure produces a highly diffracted image in the radial direction. The image center of a sub-aperture image represents the effective direction of that section of mirror surface at that azimuth. Even though the images are highly diffracted, their centroids, however, can be determined to better than 1" when the image background is properly subtracted. This precision has been tested against x-ray results.
Adjustment of spacer heights
Once the Hartmann centroid map is taken and the necessary correction of spacer heights is determined, the spacers are physically "polished" down to their proper heights. Currently, we use very simple and traditional polishing to achieve this spacer height adjustment. In the experimental phase using a silicon base on a kinematic mount, the base is removed from the set up and placed under a polisher to remove spacer materials. In the actual setup being implemented, the polishing is done in-situ. The removal rate of the polishing was pre-calibrated so that the target removal can be achieved roughly by timing. Such polishing is not entirely straightforward, as the loading, history, surface condition, etc., of the polisher and of the spacer's surface all influence the material removal. The actual removal rate, however, is measured with a set of radial probes to 0.1 µm in precision. The final precision can be evaluated in the focus measurement described in section 3.2, and the process is iterated as necessary.
Bonding of mirror on 4 spacers
After a mirror is aligned properly, it is permanently integrated to the base structure by bonding it to the spacers with epoxy. As noted before, the spacer's top has a round shape that permits only a point contact to the mirror's surface. A small amount of epoxy is applied, currently manually, so that the epoxy forms a ring around the contact as the mirror "sinks" into it. The usual acoustic agitation can also be used to place the mirror in its aligned position. Naturally, the effectiveness of the placement of the mirror in the presence of epoxy depends on the amount of epoxy, the viscosity of the epoxy, and the weight of the mirror. It also depends on the shape of the spacer's round top, which allows different amount of the epoxy to be used. We find that typical epoxy with a viscosity of ~ 100 P (10 Pa.s) works well with our spacers of 3 mm in diameter and mirrors of ~ 10 g in mass. Such a bonding ensures a negligible bond line, which is required for the accurate placement.
Negligible bondline is essential as the spacer heights, which determine the orientation of the mirror being integrated, have to remain precise (~ 0.1 µm for our target of ~ 1²) with respect to each other. This has been confirmed in our current setup as mirrors can be placed precisely, with an "rss" HPD error of approximately 0.7". The curing of epoxy, in atmosphere at room temperature over 24 hours, has also been demonstrated to result in negligible change in mirror alignment.
For further improvement of bonding precision for optics of even higher resolution, several bonding issues remains to be investigated. How does the bonding work with different epoxy, especially having different viscosities? Is the mirror alignment stable over long periods of time a mission will require? How significant is the local distortion around the bond points? Preliminary studies using epoxy with larger viscosity and having larger radius of curvature for the spacers' top surfaces---which allow only smaller volume to go between the mirror and the spacers---are less successful. Local distortion of the mirror can also become an issue as mirror thinner than 0.5 mm becomes available. Long term stability of mirrors' alignment has not been tested directly, but there is little reason to suspect instability due to the point, hard surface-to-surface contacts.
Co-alignment of mirrors
Fundamentally, the co-alignment of mirrors in the primary and secondary stage, as well as that in sub-sequent shells, are the same for a single mirror. The existing mirrors that are already integrated, however, need to be blocked in order to assess only the mirror in alignment. A movable mirror selection mask, a slit in the form of an arc with a matching radius, is used. The mirror in the secondary stage, however, is not accessible in the most common compact design of thin-shell x-ray telescope. The order of alignment, as the stack builds up, can therefore be: the n-th primary (parabolic stage), the (n+1)-th primary, the n-th secondary, the (n+2)-th primary, etc. In this way, all the mirror segments are accessible with collimated beams to determine each of their pitch and yaw angles, and X-and Y-centers at the focal plane. We have started integration of mirrors in multiple shells. Preliminary alignment of two mirrors with one on the back of the other shows that they can be aligned to better than 1² without additional problem. The mechanism of blocking light rays from getting to other existing mirrors, however, needs to be carefully engineered.
As described above, once a single mirror in a single shell is properly mounted, the other shells can be integrated, in addition to simple mirror modules, in an interlocking fashion to form a rigid, lightweight, meta-shell that is well defined to be aligned into a compact telescope.
X-RAY TESTS AND RESULTS
Single pairs of mirrors using the alignment methods described in Section 3 were aligned and bonded. From May 2017 through February 2018, three single pairs were built and tested in the x-ray beam at Goddard Space Flight Center and the latter two were sent to Max Planck Institute's Panter x-ray facility near Munich, Germany. For the latter two tests, the mirrors have improved surface axial figures with ion-beam figuring, and the results are also better. They are 2²-3² in HPD when tested at 4.5 keV. The first test, using with mirrors at an earlier stage of mirror polishing without ion-beam figuring, resulted in x-ray images of 5² at 4.5 keV. The x-ray CCD camera was operated in the imaging mode (where x-ray events are allowed to pile up). One of the test result is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . One of the recent result of x-ray testing demonstrating 2"-3" angular resolution in a full-illumination test. This pair of silicon mirrors were tested in the 600-m beamline at Goddard Space Flight Center before sending them to Panter. This is one of the 2 tests completed in late 2017 to early 2018, both showing 2"=3" resolution. Sub-aperture measurements were also made with a movable mask with about 2° steps. The sub-aperture measurements showed the variation of HPD as a function of the azimuthal location of the mirrors, as well as the goodness of focusing. At Panter, the sub-aperture tests were done with finer steps, at about 1.5°. The result of a mirror pair tested at Panter is shown in Figures 4-7 . In Figure 4 , centroids of sub-aperture images were plotted on the focal plane to show the tracks of image center as a function of azimuth. The "centroid HPD" from such "Hartmann map" was shown to be 1.2² (rms diameter 1.6²). This result is consistent with optical alignment and AZIMUTH LOCATION (deg) 10 15 measurement at GSFC. One of the clear feature is the pattern of the map showing an inverted "g". This can be due to intrinsic cone angle errors of the mirrors (variation of angle of incidence as a function of azimuth) or issues with aligning the center of the primary to the secondary mirrors. Analytical modeling that may explain the result is detailed in the paper by Saha
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. Figure 6 . Azimuthal dependence of angular resolution tested at 1.5 keV X-ray.
Flux captured in each sub-aperture window can also be measured. The plot in Figure 7 shows the flux, normalized to 1 at the maximum channel, as a function of azimuth. The uniformity was good. Individual sub-aperture images are shown in Figure 5 and the HPD of each of them as a function of azimuth are plotted in Figure 6 . The majority of the images are compact and fall within 1.5²-2.5². However, it is also clear that there is imperfection of at one side of the mirror pairs, covering about 15% of the azimuth. The images were no longer compact and splits into two peaks. The HPD there exceeds 2.5². This was probably due to misalignment of the mirrors towards the positive azimuth or possible distortion due to bonding. More will be learned as we align, bond, and test more mirrors like these.
SUMMARY AND PLANS
At GSFC, we have developed a full suite of capabilities to fabricate precise silicon mirrors, from slicing, shapeforming, trimming, polishing, to etching. The final ion-beam figuring process, which corrects the axial sag, was done at an outside facility, but will also soon be done in-house. We also developed a compatible alignment and bonding method to integrate these highly precise silicon mirrors. The process, using a kinematic mounting at 4-point appropriate for these quasi-cylindrical segments, is simple and effective. The combination of better mirrors and mounting technique resulted in much improved resolution in x-ray tests.
In the past year, we have further developed the four-point mounting method, improved the major steps in alignment and bonding single pairs of mirrors, and obtained better results in x-ray testing of such mirror pairs. The techniques for each of the major components, namely, precise placement of mirrors, measurement of alignment, adjustment of alignment by modifying the supporting spacers, bonding of mirrors, and mirror co-alignment, were improved and qualified. Placement of mirrors on 4 spacers were done with acoustic agitation, and mirrors can be repeatedly and reliably placed to better than 1² in pitch and yaw angles. Assessment of alignment is done by sub-aperture Hartmann test. Metrology using a collimated optical beam, however, still suffers from diffraction due to illumination at small grazing angles. For further improvement in precision, using an incoherent light source at shorter wavelength may be one way to push for higher precision in metrology. Correction of alignment is done with spacer polishing. The spacer height removal achieves the fine magnitude needed but the process is slow. Options to improve and better control mirrors' radial heights are being considered, especially those to set the initial heights more accurately. Bonding of mirrors has seen improvement due to a better understanding of spacer dimensions and the shapes of their top surfaces. Single-point contact is essential to accomplish precise bonding. Co-alignment of mirrors has started and preliminary result is encouraging.
Since May of 2017, we have bonded and x-ray tested 3 pairs of mirrors onto silicon platforms using such 4-point mounting scheme. They were tested in x-ray at GSFC and also at the Panter facility in Germany. The first pair showed 5² HPD largely due to limitation from axial figures of the mirrors themselves. The mirrors were subsequently ionbeam figured to improve the axial figure, especially the axial second-order (sag) term. The improved mirrors were aligned, bonded and tested. The improvement is clear. In the two tests completed at late 2017 and early 2018, the optic's resolution was improved to achieve nearly 2² HPD, of which the alignment error, ~ 1.5² (rms diameter of the distribution of the centroid of sub-aperture map in the focal plane), now contributes significantly to the overall angular resolution.
To advance the alignment and bonding technology further, we have planned to advance in two fronts: (1) To improve the current alignment and bonding process of single pairs and better understand the systematic errors and uncertainties. More precise positioning of mirrors in the primary (paraboloidal) and secondary (hyperboloidal) stages can produce even better alignment. (2) To integrate mirrors into a meta-shell to demonstrate high angular resolution of a multi-mirror system. We have already procured and aligned a structural shell for integration with mirrors. The method of defining the rotational axis of the structural shell has been verified. Integration shall start in the next few months. After successful x-ray tests, we plan to perform environmental tests such as vibration, acoustic, and thermalvacuum tests, to ready them for future missions.
